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White Tarot Trump Keywords 
 
Following are keywords for the White Tarot Trump Cards, with negative interpretations in brackets. 
 
Trump Cards 
 
0 - Fool - Beginning, choice, learning (chaos). 
 
1 - Magician - Application, skill, self-confidence, (fraud). 
 
2 - High priestess - Intuition, psychism, education, (blindness). 
 
3 - Empress - Fertility, initiative, (sterility). 
 
4 - Emperor - Authority, materiality, (domination). 
 
5 - High priest - Knowledge, spiritual teacher, (dogma). 
 
6 - Lover - Love, art, choice, (unrequited love). 
 
7 - Chariot - Conquest, travel, (defeat). 
 
8 - Justice - Law, equity, balance, accountability, (injustice). 
 
9 - Hermit - Illuminator, teacher, healer, (withdrawal). 
 
10 - Wheel of fortune - Cycles, destiny, good luck, (bad luck). 
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11 - Strength - Self-determined strength, overcoming, (impotency). 
 
12 - Hanged man - Mentality, expectation, (suspension, delays). 
 
13 - Death - Transformation, re-birth, cycles (death). 
 
14 - Temperance - Healing, sacrifice, service, balance, (self-sacrifice). 
 
15 - Devil - Restriction, bondage, (black magic, evil, god). 
 
16 - Tower - Conflict, war, ruin, cause and effect, (bankruptcy). 
 
17 - Star - Universal flow, hope, optimism, (pessimism). 
 
18 - Moon - Illusion, delusion, deception, lies. 
 
19 - Sun - Reality, wealth, (poor harvest). 
 
20 - Judgement - Self-determined choices, evaluation, accountability, (sentence). 
 
21 - World - Unification, completion, success, (ending). 
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White Tarot Trump Detailed Interpretation 
 
Following are detailed interpretations for the White Tarot Trump Cards, with negative interpretations in 
brackets. 
 
Trump Cards 
 
0 - Fool - Beginning, new beginning, setting out, new road, path of learning and experience, choices, 
potential undiscovered, cosmos, primal state, innocence, impulsive action, liberation, use of instinct, 
(chaos, confusion, ignorance, careless, apathy, vanity, intoxication, false step, irrational, oblivion, road 
to destruction). 
 
1 - Magician - Application, progress, understanding, skill, self-confidence, new job, master of words 
and matter, esoteric science, (exploiter, fraudulent activity, sophistry, misused knowledge and 
technology). 
 
2 - High priestess - Female intuition, spirituality, mystic, psychism, formal education, secrets, the 
abstract, female wisdom, spiritual healing, spiritual mystery, (illusion, false teaching, dogma, heresy). 
 
3 - Empress - Female drive, fertility, fruitfulness, initiative, growth, love, marriage, wealth, family, child-
bearing and rearing, mother, (sterility, vacillation, stifling domesticity). 
 
4 - Emperor - Male drive, authority, ruler, stability, materiality, logic, reason, business, professional 
success, social power, patriarch, (obstruction, domination, tyranny, pomposity, arrogance). 
 
5 - High priest - Knowledge, male intuition, spiritual teacher, inspiration, intellectual spirituality, 
religious tradition, systems, and structures, (false teachings, dogma, spiritual authoritarianism).  
 
6 - Lover - Love, attraction, beauty, art, artist, choice, romantic passion, amorous attachment, 
flirtation, courtship, sex, marriage, (break-up, unrequited love, illicit love, blind love, obsessive love, 
divorce). 
 
7 - Chariot - Conquest, triumph, travel, emigration, overseas travel, news, good fortune, war, new 
order, change by conquest, (riot, quarrel, vengeance, defeat, overrun and conquered, no movement, 
bullying, setback). 
 
8 - Justice - Universal law, civil law, litigation, universally determined cycles, accountability, justice, 
equity, rightness, balance, balance of power, legal papers, contracts, marriage contract, rule of 
reason, (injustice, litigation, sentence, bigotry, delayed justice, divorce, foreclosure). 
 
9 - Hermit - Illuminator, teacher, healer, travel, prudence, introspection, retreat, spiritual quest, 
illuminating the past, the search for self, the search for spiritual illumination, the search for reality, 
(concealment, withdrawal, introverted, fear, barrenness, loneliness, cynicism). 
 
10 - Wheel of fortune - Cycles, cycles judged, destiny, good luck, success, new cycle, unexpected 
door opens, opportunity, (bad luck, bad atmosphere, bad cycle coming, or started). 
  
11 - Strength - Self-determined strength, self-determined action, power, action, in control, courage, 
overcoming problems, strength and fortitude, moral resolve, triumph over base instincts, (unable to 
overcome, setbacks, despotism, abuse of power, weakness, unresolved conflict). 
 
12 - Hanged man - Mentality, the power of the mind, wisdom, past and future fruition, circumspection, 
discernment, expectation, suspension, delayed outcome, sacrifice, stagnation, vigilance, undecided, 
stasis, (selfishness, martyr, masochism, self-imposed confinement, potential release from bondage, 
dying god). 
 
13 - Death - Transformation, ending, mortality, new cycle, new growth, birth, rebirth, death, 
resurrection, loss, end and beginning, (death, accident, disaster, corruption, danger). 
 
14 - Temperance - Healing, spirituality, sacrifice, balance, choice, economy, moderation, 
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accommodation, harmony, spiritual sight, (self-sacrifice, martyr, out of balance, indulgence, 
exploitation). 
 
15 - Devil - Restriction, bondage, violence, force, baseness, selfishness, despot, enemy, black magic 
and art, psychic attack, cursing, wickedness, danger, darkness and licentiousness, slavery to the 
senses, imprisonment by base instincts, temptation, homosexuality, lesbianism, drug addiction, 
alcoholism, violence, abuse in all forms in relationships, god, the devil, (evil, fatality, weakness, 
cursing, perversion, irresponsible pleasures). 
 
16 - Tower - Conflict, setbacks, ruin, financial or relationship distress, misery, adversity, war, 
arrogance or pride cast down, unforeseen event, calamity, universal law, cause and effect, 
(bankruptcy, tyranny, unable to overcome adversity). 
 
17 - Star - Universal flow, hope, bright prospects, optimism, spirituality, success, renewal, 
blessedness, tranquillity, beauty, universal life flow energy, (pessimism, arrogance, melancholy, 
pensiveness). 
 
18 - Moon - Illusion, lies, deception, ignorance, hidden enemy, the non-rational side, mystery, 
changeable, unseen and unknown forces of the night, unpredictable transformations from the 
unstable moon, nightmares, (unseen danger, darkness, terror). 
 
19 - Sun - Reality, triumph, wealth, success, love, fortune, material happiness, contentment, glory and 
rejoicing, the light of reason, (poor harvest, twilight shadows, nostalgia, haunting memories, living in 
the past). 
 
20 - Judgement - Self-determined choices, accountability, new beginning based on past track, 
outcome, renewal, self-evaluation, change of position, decision, resurrection and rebirth, new cycle of 
body and soul, past choices result in reward or punishment, (evaluated and found wanting, effect 
because of cause). 
 
21 - World - Unification, completion, reward, success, triumph, voyage, perfection, focus, synthesis, 
the vast design of the cosmos, complete fulfilment and success, (inertia, stagnation, incompleteness, 
vain striving, gracelessness). 
 
End 
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